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Abstract
The image matting problem refers to foreground object extraction
from an image. Similarly, video matting problem refers to extraction of a foreground object from each frame of a video-sequence
producing a moving foreground layer. Layer extraction process
should deal with the transparency caused by camera point spread
function (PSF) and motion blur, thus the natural way is to store
extracted layer as a pair of images: color and opacity. The latter is
referred to as an alpha-channel.
In this paper we propose an algorithm that takes alpha for the first
frame (or an arbitrary key-frame) provided by the user (e.g. by
using some image matting algorithm) and tracks its motion in time
through the video sequence.
Unlike the obvious approach that models the whole scene motion
from one frame to the next with an optical flow (e.g. to warp the
rough input segmentation (trimap) or the alpha channel with this
flow), we use it to model the foreground layer motion only. This
prevents us from otherwise unavoidable artifacts on the boundaries of foreground objects, which are of the main interest in the
matting problem.
Instead of matching pixel colors in the pair of frames, we measure
how the optical-flow-warped alpha-channel fits the next frame
(we use color matching as an additional regularization though).
By minimizing this measure with respect to optical flow we fully
preserve the structure of the foreground object and prevent temporal incoherence artifacts.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we address the problem of extraction of a moving
foreground object from a natural video sequence. This is referred
to as a video matting problem. Similarly to the image matting
problem, in each frame a source image C is assumed to be a composite of two image layers F and B (foreground and background)
with opacity channel . In each pixel their RGB values should
satisfy the compositing equation:

C  F  (1   ) B,

(1)

where C, F and B are 3D vectors of RGB values, 0    1. The
problem is to reconstruct the , F and sometimes B images from
the source image C using some additional user input. An example
of such input is trimap – a rough segmentation of the image into
foreground (=1), background (=0) and unknown region (where
 is to be reconstructed by the algorithm).
The goal is usually to put the foreground layer onto a new background or process foreground and background layers separately
using some image filter.
According to [11] video matting has the following challenges in
comparison to image matting:

Figure 1. Harbor video sequence from [3]. Top: initial userspecified mask for frame #0. Middle: frame #30. Bottom: generated mask for frame #30 by forward-tracking the mask from
frame #0 using the proposed algorithm.


Large data size (width  height  duration vs. width 
height)

Temporal coherence: video frames may look well when
observed independently, but produce notable motion artifacts

Fast motion vs. low temporal resolution: it may be difficult to automatically identify motion between frames at
typical frame rates (15-30 FPS for most cameras)
and has the following advantages:

Ability to create more complete model of background
by analyzing its motion over a range of frames

Possibility to detect foreground/background edge when
part of the background is covered up or revealed as a result of the background or object motion.

2. PREVIOUS WORK
Despite of the recent success in the image matting field (ClosedForm Solution [7], RobustMatting [12]), video matting is poorly
developed. Only simple approaches exist. We overview them
below.
Obvious extension of image matting to video matting is to process
all frames independently using some image matting algorithm.
Additional input information used by the algorithm (such as trimap or user strokes) however can be interpolated in some way
(either of itself or by using motion from the video sequence). An

example of such method is [3], where a trimap is interpolated
using optical flow, after which video frames are matted with
Bayesian Matting algorithm independently.
Disadvantages of the independent frame matting are:

Temporal incoherence

Needs much user work to provide enough input for each
frame
Another approach is to treat video volume as a 3-D image. This is
typically used with binary segmentation methods which perform
boundary matting as a post-processing. 3-D volume is usually
oversegmented first and at this step the spatial and temporal dimensions may be treated asymmetrically. An example of such
method is [8]. Another method [2] is fully automatic but works
only on simple videos with distinct separation of foreground and
background layers by their motion.
Disadvantage of this method is a lack of consistent motion model:
parts of moving objects in one frame do not necessarily match to
the same parts in the next frame – they tend to disappear and reappear rapidly in the result mask when the motion is fast. The
definition of ‘fast’ here assumes that these parts of object do not
overlap (or have little overlap) in two consecutive frames when
projected onto one frame along the temporal axis.

3. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
3.1 Workflow overview
We start from a known alpha-channel for the first frame. It can be
produced by a user using any existing image matting algorithm.
Then we try and deform it with a smooth optical flow, until we get
the best match for the next frame. We process consequent frames
in the same way.
In the proposed scheme input data during processing the i-th
frame consists of just alpha of the (i-1)-th frame and i-th frame
image.
Thus we need a cost function that measures how well the warped
alpha-channel fits the current image. In general case we use the
Laplacian proposed in [7].
In case of a known background we use a simpler functional of
squared difference between left-hand and right-hand parts of the
compositing equation (1).

3.2 Energy function
When processing the current frame, we use the following energy:

E(V,α)  Ed (V,α)  λEs(V),

(2)

where V is the optical flow,  is the alpha-channel of the previous
frame (as a column-vector) and  is a smoothness parameter.  is
fixed.
An image I can be warped by an optical flow what we denote by
V(I). Each pixel of the optical flow map consists of two components: V=(Vx, Vy). Warping is performed in the following way:

V(I) (x,y)  I(x  V x (x,y),y  V y (x,y)),

(3)

where I is an arbitrary image to be warped. For fractional coordinate values we use a bilinear interpolation. Later on we’ll refer to
pixel index just as i, not as (x,y), thus treating images as vectors.
In our workflow we obtain only V by solving

V  arg min E(V, )

(4)

V

Then an alpha-channel for the current frame is constructed by
warping  with the found optical flow V:

next=V().

(5)

The constructed alpha is used to process the next frame.

3.2.1 Laplacian-based data term
The data term uses the Laplacian from the Closed-form Matting
algorithm [7]:

Ed 1 (V ,  )  V ( )T LV ( ).

(6)

Additionally, we use color information too, weighted by the alpha
values:

E d 2(V,α )   V(α ) i Ci  V(C prev )i ,
2

(7)

i

where the sum is taken over all pixels and subscript I refers to the
i-th component of vector (that is, the i-th pixel of the image). C
and Cprev are color images of the current and previous frame, respectively. This data term allows to consider motion in foreground
region which also affects boundary via smoothness. Finally,

Ed (V,α )  Ed 1(V,α )  E d 2(V,α ).

(8)

3.2.2 Data term for known background
In case of a known background (which can be filmed separately if
it’s static, or reconstructed by planar tracking, e.g. with Mokey
software [6]) we use a simpler functional, that however involves
also the foreground color image F. F and  are being warped with
the same optical flow, so the compositing equation (1) becomes:

C  V ( )V ( F )  (1  V ( ))B,

(9)

where F and  are from the previous frame, while B and C are
from the current frame. Data term for the known background case
becomes:
E d (V ,  )  C  V ( )V ( F )  (1  V ( )) B .
2

(10)

After processing each frame, F (to be used in the next frame) is
reconstructed from B, C and  using the equation (1), or better by
using Bayesian Matting [4] (i.e. F is not being tracked from the
very first frame, as is ).

3.2.3 Smoothness term
To regularize the optical flow we use a simple first-order smoothness term:
E s (V )  
i

V

jw ( i )

i

2

Vj ,

(11)

where w(i) is a 3x3 pixel neighborhood of the i-th pixel.

3.3 Energy minimization
In our implementation we use QPBO method of discrete optimization [9] . We limit the search space at each pixel by a fixed-size
window and use alpha-expansion algorithm iteratively to obtain a
labeling for each pixel, where the label is optical flow vector
V=(Vx,Vy).

3.4 Hierarchical processing
The search-space of the optical flow estimation problem can be
reduced by starting at lower resolution and then upscaling the
intermediate results while using small search-window at each
scale (e.g. 3x3 pixels).

3.5 Refinement
The result of tracking can be refined by applying Bayesian Matting with smoothness [10] to prevent the accumulation of tracking
error and interpolation artifacts. Unknown region to be processed
is constructed from all pixels where alpha is not equal 0 or 1. The
mean value for the alpha at each pixel is taken from the generated

alpha map (4). The variance depends on the distance between
foreground and background color distributions, thus regions with
strict color separation are adjusted according to the image information, while in the undetermined regions alpha channel structure
is preserved.

4. RESULTS AND COMPARISON
We have tested our algorithm on several videos. Due to the lack
of test datasets for video matting, we used example videos from
video matting/segmentation papers and created our own keyframe
masks. To test known-background functional, we reconstructed
background for some of the video sequences using homography
tracking (i.e. approximating the background with a plane in 3Dspace).
For comparison we used RobustMatting implemented by its authors. It has a video matting feature, which interpolates the trimap
using optical flow or color difference (selectable by the user)
The testing showed that the resulting matte quality varies heavily
depending on the ‘complexity’ of the video. The best results were
achieved on simple videos from [3]. An example is shown in figure 1. When testing on the videos taken from different papers, our
algorithm in most cases gave better result than the existing approaches. Examples are shown in figures 2 and 3.
Some additional videos from various sources demonstrated poor
results for all algorithms including the proposed one. The difference on such ‘hard’ videos is that our algorithm fails to track the
mask and it drifts and distorts inadequately, while other approaches produce random semi-transparent regions that quickly
cover the entire image during the course of processing.
We also note that adding a known (or reconstructed) background
improves the video matting result.
Processing time of our unoptimized C++ implementation of the
algorithm is ~3 minutes per frame (640x480) on a 1.8GHz processor.

5. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Our approach works most well on video segments in which foreground objects do not drastically change their shape. Appearance
of new parts of objects usually causes our method to fail.
Some of the examples of motion types for which our algorithm
demonstrates noticeable advantages over the earlier approaches
are:

Hair blowing in the wind over complex background:
overall hair structure is preserved while earlier approaches tend to catch some foreign background elements that show through the gaps in the hair

Out-of-image-plane rotation of people arms, heads and
bodies: high-speed motion of texture usually occurs
near the boundaries of rotating objects while the boundary contour itself doesn’t change much and is modeled
well enough with smooth optical flow in the alphachannel
Typical conditions of applicability of a matting algorithm usually
include some (local) color separation between foreground and
background across the object boundary. In our global minimization approach we weaken this condition: we require either color
separation or motion smoothness in different parts of foreground
object.
Assume that the left part of some solid object has a distinct edge
with good color separation while the right part does not. In our
approach the right side contour will most likely be dragged by the

left one due to smoothness of the optical flow. Graph cut and trimap interpolation based methods will in contrast produce noisy
and chaotic matte on the right side of the object (because they
match pixels/segments on both sides of the object independently).
Additionally, our algorithm allows tracking of non-opaque objects
to some extent, if their color-blending model satisfies the compositing equation (1).
We cannot however account for topology changes of the object
silhouette. Indeed such cases need some information from the
user, though simpler cases could be handled semi-automatically
by adding some heuristics, which we do not address in our work.

5.1 Future work
Being rather immature, our algorithm has numerous possibilities
for improvement, namely:

Better regularization of optical flow smoothness, e.g.
accounting for affine warping

Using a pair of key-frames (at the both ends of the video
segment being processed) and replace the extrapolation
problem with the interpolation one to prevent the error
accumulation

Using different approaches of measuring how well the
warped alpha-channel fits the image

Model both background and foreground layers with independent optical flows (the background flow however
should somehow be global rather than interframe, because the background layer suffers from occlusions,
which may be pretty hard to achieve)

It may be possible to switch to continuous optimization,
similarly to Horn-Schunck method [5], by taking the
linear term of the Taylor series for the  (and also for
F for the known-background case)
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Figure 2. Adam-lib-walk videosequence from [1]. Keyframe was created for only the first frame.
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Figure 3. Amira-queen videosequence from [1]. Keyframe was created for only the first frame.

Our method with reconstructed background

